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“YARIM aims at developing

innovative solutions for the
benefit of youth workers in
the field of prevention of violent
radicalization and, more broadly, of
religious phenomena in the young
people they support

YARIM (Youth and Religion in social Mediation) is
an innovative project coordinated by IRTS Hauts de
France, bringing together partners from six European countries (Italy, Portugal, Netherlands, Belgium,
Spain, France). YARIM aims at developing innovative solutions for the benefit of youth workers in the
field of prevention of violent radicalization and, more
broadly, of religious phenomena in the young people
they support.

CAI and IRTS Hauts de France coordinated this production, in close collaboration with all partners.
This toolbox presents the results of the benchmark
conducted with 32 European organisations and services working with young people and enriches the activities implemented by youth workers in the various
local territories.

This toolkit aimed at youth workers aims to:
. Promote the expression of young people about their
identity, their place in society, their view of social
facts.
. To support their awareness of the risk factors of manipulation and ideological recruitment
. To develop young people’s ability to act and to encourage their participation in civic life.

The prevention approach on which this toolkit is based
refers to the conceptual model proposed by SwTI,
identifying, from the “focus-group” method, risk factors and protective factors in relation to an identified
theme. Thus we will present the various risk factors
and protective factors mentioned by young people
and youth workers in our six partner countries, in
connection with the risk of violent radicalization, including religious radicalisations.

The stake is to provide youth workers with tools in
order to inncrease Youth engagement and to develop a constructive dialogue with them and civil
society.

It is from these that we will propose 25 tools, some of
which were developed during the transnational training in Lisbon with 18 European participants (12 young
people and 6 youth workers)
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A
HOW DID WE BUILD
THIS TOOLBOX?

This toolbox was built on a process built in several
stages:
. The realisation of a benchmark with 32 European organisations working with young people
. The realization of focus groups with youth and youth
workers in our six European countries, to identify the
risk factors and protective factors related to the violent radicalization process, including religious.
. The creation of prevention tools during transnational training bringing together 18 participants (2 young
people per partner country, accompanied by a youth
worker) in Lisbon.
. The identification of tools used by youth workers
from local partners in each country.
The transnational training program with young Europeans in Lisbon aimed:
. To promote the mobility of young people who do not
necessarily have the opportunity to meet other young
Europeans
. To develop young people’s skills in intercultural dialogue
. To promote the active participation in civic and democratic life
. To develop the empowerment of these youth.
. To build tools to enable professionals to better welcome young people in their specificity and to create
an atmosphere of sharing.

This meeting allowed to co-build animations and tools
with involved young people. By engaging young people to participate in this construction, YARIM has contributed to the development of their power of action
and the reinforcement of their sense of recognition
through expression and listening.

“YARIM has

contributed to the
development of their
power of action and the
reinforcement of their
sense of recognition
through expression and
listening
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B
RESULTS OF THE BENCHMARK
CONDUCTED WITH 32
EUROPEAN ORGANISATIONS

This benchmark focused on European practices promoting dialogue and cooperation between different
stakeholders (young people, associations, institutions
and public authorities, religious actors, training organizations, civil society ...) and impacting young people as actors and / or as subjects of dialogue.
32 organisations were questioned in our six European
countries between April and August 2018.
What are the difficulties faced by youth?
Asked about the difficulties observed impacting the
youth, the organisations reported problems related
to the personal, social (family and interpersonal) and
societal dimensions.
In many organisations, youth who are welcomed
have difficulties in creating a singular and personal
identity (50%). This can be linked to lack of self-confidence (63%), lack of guidance (59%), lack of future
perspectives (69%), lack of recognition (59%) or
feeling of injustice (53%). Thus, while young people
between the ages of 13 and 25 find themselves in a
period of research and understanding of the world,
obstacles and difficulties can disturb this development. It is even more difficult to find one’s voice and

identity in a non-supportive environment, or one
that refuses to recognize the skills and contributions
of young people.
These feelings of injustice or lack of recognition can
have an impact on the youth view towards society
or his/her way to apprehend society. Many of those
interviewed have difficulty finding a place in society
(50%), feel even sometimes socially excluded (47%)
and participate less or less actively in civic life (41%).
They stand out little by little (31%) and distrust institutions (41%). These feelings and situations can
accentuate if youth enter a process of delinquency,
violence, if they are discriminated against (as 53% of
young people of the organisations interviewed) or if
their family is not supporting.
The support of the relatives is a key element in the
evolution of young people. However, 63% of the
interviewed organisations have met young people
living with family difficulties until they have a traumatic life course (41%).
Meetings outside the family sphere also play a role
in the journey taken by the young person. Peers
have a great influence in making choices or constructing identity and personality. Some organisa-
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“Among young people, the

organisations surveyed largely
carry out activities aimed at
developing their critical thinking
and their ability to think, enabling
dialogue and listening

tions encounter young people who live under pressure from peers (31%).
All these elements are extremely connected and influence each other. A young individual with problems of
self-confidence will find it even more difficult to find
his/her place in society if the society does not integrate or recognize him/her in his/her singularity. Opportunities also play a role in the integration of young
people and it is important to support young people in
a positive and encouraging exchange to enable them
to reach their dreams.
What support is offered to these young people?
The second part of our questionnaire was intended to
highlight the initiatives proposed by the surveyed organisations promoting a constructive citizen dialogue
between the various stakeholders. These may be
youth workers, young people, youth families, public
or religious authorities or the general public. .
Among young people, the organisations surveyed
largely carry out activities aimed at developing their
critical thinking and their ability to think (84%), enabling dialogue and listening (81%), notably through
cultural, sports or leisure activities (66%) to support

their active participation in society (59%). Thus, the
issue of radicalisation is touched upon indirectly by
promoting the development of active and responsible
citizenship among youth.
Like many of the organizations surveyed, YARIM project aims to induce positive and direct changes in the
practice of professionals in the youth sector and thus
indirectly improve the lives of youth by promoting
their positive integration into our society. The citizenship and self-identity building is a first step to prevent
youth from being ‘won over’ by extreme groups or
ideologies
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C
PREVENTION PARADIGM:
THE MODEL PROPOSED BY SWTI

Gordon (1987) proposed a classification system of
preventive interventions based on the population
groups to which prevention interventions are directed and for which they are considered the most
optimal:
. Universal prevention: It covers actions that are applied to the entire population. In other words, the
general rules are for the general audience or the general public. The focus is not on those who are considered more at risk than others and the value of prevention outweighs the cost and risk for each;
. Selective prevention: It covers actions targeted at
individuals or sub-groups whose risk of developing
problems are above average. Subgroups can also be
identified by experience or behavior;
. Specific Prevention: These actions apply to people
with specific risk behaviors or conditions (eg. Radicalisation that leads to violence).
Protective and at risk factors refer to social and environmental characteristics that are extrinsic to the
individual and from the context of their lives (Begun,
1999). (Individual domain, family, peers, school, community, society / environment)

Risk Factors: Any attribute, feature or exposure of a
subject that increases the likelihood of developing
behavior. (Eg religious illiteracy)
Protective factors: Any attribute, characteristic or exposure of a subject that makes him/her resistant to
risk. (Eg education in values)

“Protective and at risk
factors refer to social
and environmental
characteristics that
are extrinsic to the
individual and from the
context of their lives
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D
RISK FACTORS AND
PROTECTIVE FACTORS

The Focus Group method was used to collect from
youth and youth workers from six European partner
countries, at risk and protective factors related to the
risks of violent radicalization, including religious.
The Focus Group method is a method that encourages
the emergence of all opinions. This method, which is
both oral and group, does not pursue the search for
consensus. On the other hand, it allows the collection
of perceptions, attitudes, beliefs and areas of resistance of the target groups.
Concretely, the technique consists of recruiting a
group of eight to twelve volunteers, and to stimulate open discussion. This discussion is structured
around an interview grid. A summary of the discussion identifies key participants’ key words as well
as points of convergence and divergence within the
group.
The six European YARIM partners realized these focus
groups with a group of Youth and a group of youth
workers. The results presented in the annex summarize the data collected by this focus-group method.
We chose to classify items according to the following
domains: personal factors, family, peers, school, community, society / environment.

“Young people will

be able to become
aware of the
multiplicity of existing
opinions, practice
listening, formalize
and formulate their
own thought, daring
to say their opinion
and deconstruct
propaganda discourses
and unique thought
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“The Focus Group method was

used to collect from youth and
youth workers from six European
partner countries, at risk and protective
factors related to the risks of violent
radicalization, including religious

Certain risk factors and protective factors highlight
the necessary evolutions that can only result from the
strong political will of our states in the fight against
inequalities and fight against discrimination.
For our democratic societies, it is also about reconsidering the place granted to youth: How to guarantee to
our youth an education and a schooling for all?
How to guarantee our young people a solid support in
the realization of their projects?
How to enable young people to take an active place
in the city?
Youth workers, without having the power to intervene
directly on these social issues, through their daily intervention with young people, look for means, supports, tools, tips that can help support youth in their
life project and in their citizenship.
YARIM aims at helping youth workers in this way by
promoting the active participation of young people
and listening to them.
The toolkit tries to meet these needs by providing
a range of tools to enable professionals to welcome

young people in their specificity and create an atmosphere of sharing and kindness. Indeed, the toolbox
objectives are: to promote their active participation,
to help talking on civic themes through different
means of expression, as well as to initiate a dialogue
with their tutor.
Through activities, exercises and techniques promoting dialogue or debate on more or less controversial
themes, young people will be able to become aware
of the multiplicity of existing opinions, practice listening, formalize and formulate their own thought, daring to say their opinion and deconstruct propaganda
discourses and unique thought. These tools will make
it possible to develop a counter-discourse faced with
the messages conveyed on the Internet, with the
feelings of hostilities towards the institutions or with
identitarian or religious closure
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E
HOW TO USE
THIS TOOLBOX?

Any action or intervention is part of a project approach. This dynamic will bring you to exchange within your team and help you focus on your goals (what
you want to achieve) and what you are able to do (resources you can mobilize) and on the means you can
implement to achieve your specific objectives.
What to do before starting your activities
Know how to take into account the specificities of the
group:
. Do you know what skills group / individual participants possess?
. Do you know their particular interests?
Each group has hidden talents and each member of
a group has preferences and dislikes, special skills or
difficulties in carrying out certain activities.
To ensure that the group makes the best use of its
collective and individual capabilities, you can use the
SWOT. The acronym SWOT stands for:

. Opportunities: external resources that could be used
to support the action;
. Threats: elements outside the group that could hinder action.
To run the analysis, divide the group into four
sub-working groups and divide the tasks of defining
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.
Then gather the group and see if the participants
agree with the analyzes of their colleagues.
You must be careful to ensure the group’s cohesion in
any decision-making. To do this, some tips:
. Do not rush the discussion of the problems,
. Allow enough time for the group to express its preferences,
. Discuss benefits instead.
. Remind the group that there may be other opportunities to address some concerns.
. Remind the group also that the most important thing
is that the group stays united.
What problem do you want to tackle?

. Strength: the things that the group / or the individual
knows how to do;
. Weaknesses: things that the group has trouble
doing;

This step is simple: it is the result of the problem you
are facing.
Some tips:
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“To ensure that the

group makes the best
use of its collective and
individual capabilities, you
can use the SWOT

. Reinforce the strong points;
. Transforming weaknesses into strengths;
. Take advantage of opportunities or face threats.
. Talk to your team and your target group or individual.
What changes do you hope to bring about?
This question is about your action / intervention, but
not necessarily the final change you might be aiming
for. Try to discuss this topic with your team.
Evaluation Tips
The following questions can be used after each mobilization of tools, and offered individually or collectively.
. What are your feelings after this session? (the answer may be spontaneously collected from person to
person verbally)
. Was it more difficult than you originally imagined?
. Was there something unexpected?
. Do you think there are lessons to be learnt from this
experience?
. Did we realize something else that we may not have
planned?
. Do you feel satisfied with yourself and would you like
to start again?
. What do we decide to do now?

“This dynamic

will bring you to
exchange within
your team and
help you focus on
your goals and what
you are able to do
and on the means
you can implement
to achieve your
specific objectives
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F
WHY PROMOTING
ACTIVE LISTENING?

YARIM chooses to value active listening as a pedagogical and educational approach that encourages
the active participation of youth. All activities and
tools offered in this toolbox require the implementation of an animation based on the active listening
principle.
Active listening is a concept developed from the
work of the American psychologist Carl Rogers. It
is also called benevolent listening. Initially designed
to accompany the expression of emotions, it is used
in face-to-face situations where the professional actively listens other. It consists in putting into
words the emotions and feelings expressed tacitly
or implicitly by the interlocutor. Active listening is
finer than reformulation in that it is not limited to
saying differently what a person has just expressed,
but to decode the affective dimension that is generally not verbalized.
Active listening allows the individual to distance
him/herself from his/her difficulties and to consider it as a whole. Thanks to the benevolence of
the receiver, it gives the transmitter tools so that it
can express itself and express as a subject. It is, for
example, to rephrase the words of his interlocutor
and ask him/her relevant questions to accompany

“Active listening

is primarily
an attitude
that is based
on empathy.
Empathy is the
faculty of feeling
what others feel,
without confusing
the respective
places of each one
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“All activities and tools

offered in this toolbox require
the implementation of an
animation based on the active
listening principle

and help him/her to walk deeper into the process
of reflection. Active listening is primarily an attitude that is based on empathy. Empathy is the faculty of feeling what others feel, without confusing
the respective places of each one.
How to adopt active listening?
. Exclude one’s own preconceived ideas and any attempt at interpretation.
. Be in a state of psychic and physical availability,
. Let others express without interrupting,
. Question with open questions,
. Encourage to specify the course of the thought,
when it is imprecise or too general,
. Give many visual and verbal signs of interest,
. Reformulate one’s words with one’s own words,
then with ours,
. Respect the silences,
. Show empathy, and confirm the good understanding.
. Stay neutral and caring.
Active listening can often establish a relationship
of trust quickly. It offers a neutral space, where the
words, the emotions, the feelings, can be deposited
in the respect of the subject and its subjectivity. To be

welcomed in favorable conditions and to be listened
attentively makes it possible to find one’s own way.
“When I have been listened to and heard, I am able to
perceive my inner world with a new eye and move on.
It is amazing that feelings that were perfectly frightening become bearable as soon as someone listens to
us. It is amazing to see that problems that seem impossible to solve become soluble when someone hears
us.
Carl Rogers, humanistic psychologist, creator of active
listening, Personal Development, InterEdition, 1966
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G
LEADING SPACES FOR DIALOGUE
AND ACTIVE LISTENING: TIPS FOR
YOUTH WORKERS

Active listening is a relational skill that facilitates
communication. It is based on different principles:
1. Ask open questions
Open questions have the advantage of not suggesting any answer to the interlocutor and let him/
her develop his/her remarks. They therefore allow
access to more information. These questions begin
with interrogative pronouns such as “What is ...”,
“How ...”, “Why ...”, etc.
2. Reformulate
Rephrasing demonstrates to the interlocutor that you
are attentive to his / her remarks.

This allows you to validate your understanding of the
speaker and the speaker can clarify them if necessary.
The reformulation usually begins with formulas such
as: “In other words ...”, “What you tell me is that ...”,
“If I understood correctly ...”, etc.
3. Reflecting Perceived Feelings in Others
Stating perceived feelings in others allows us to go
further in the discussion. We start from what is said
and from the perceived nonverbal to try to translate
into words the feelings expressed by the interlocutor.
Example: “It will never happen ...”, Reflection: “You
think the task is huge and it stresses you?
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25 TOOLS / ACTIVITIES TO PROMOTE
DIALOGUE WITH THE YOUNG

20

25

HERRAMIENTAS
/ ACTIVIDADES

This toolkit is displayed in 5 areas corresponding each, objectives that contribute to both
the fight against risk factors and the development of common protective factors.

1

WORDS ON THE ISSUES OF
SOCIETY AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE CRITICAL SPIRIT

Activity 1: Dreams and anger
Activity 2: Suspicion and prejudices
Activity 3: Its message in “98 seconds”
Activity 5: Philosophy workshop
Activity 6: The triangle

2

EXPRESSION
ON SELF IN LINK
WITH IDENTITY
QUESTIONS

Activity 1: the tree of anger (variant
the tree of emotions and feelings)
Activity 2: Multiple identities and
belonging
Activity 3: Filiation and identity
discomfort
Activity 4: Logbook: telling oneself
and keeping track self-fulfilling!
Activity 5: On line
Activity 6: Do we have alternatives?
Activity 7: Who are we? who am I ?
Activity 8: Power of flowers (variant
of activity: who are we, who am I?)

3

OPENNESS TO OTHER
CULTURES, RELIGIONS,
BELIEFS

Activity 1: Art and cultures
Activity 2: Calendar of Religious Holidays
Activity 3: Believers
Activity 4: Obsolete Beliefs?

4

ARGUMENTATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THOUGHT by

introducing young people to
the debate techniques

Activity 1: the moving debate
Activity 2: Developing its arguments
Activity 3: Introduction to the debate of
the House of Commons
Activity 4: A mosque in Sleeping village
Activity 5: Claims conflicting and consensus building

5

DEVELOPMENT OF
EMPATHY FOR OTHERS,
DIFFERENT FROM
ONESELF

Activity 1: Three things to take away ...
Activity 2: Can I enter?
Activity 3: Change your glasses
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1

WORDS ON ISSUES OF
SOCIETY AND DEVELOPMENT
OF CRITICAL

AT RISK FACTORS TO PREVENT
· Feelings of stigmatization, discrimination, injustice, sometimes even
humiliation felt by young people
· Stereotypes and / or prejudices against others of different cultures ,
of different religions, of different communities
· Prejudices and feelings of suspicion of which young people claim to
be victims.
· Manipulation via social networks (conspiracy theories, fake news ...)
· Lack of critical thinking that reinforces vulnerability to manipulation
processes
· Messages promoting violence
· Confrontation to violence

PROTECTIVE FACTORS
· Clarification of emotions and expression of those
· Decentration one’s own representations and / or prejudices
· Identification of the mechanisms involved in feelings of suspicion and
prejudice
· Ability to clarify and express one’s ideas
· Ability to listen to and take into account other points of view other
than one’s own
· Ability to consider different points of view on a social phenomenon
· Development of the capacity of reflection, in particular on the
phenomena of society
· Development of the critical spirit vis-a-vis the various messages,
ready-made ideas, prejudices, representations, conspiracy theories,…
· Messages of non-violence, development of self-assertion strategies
in a non-violent mode
· Evolution of on’s view on society, and development of its power to
act.
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ACTIVITY 1:
DREAMS AND ANGER

Size of group: indifferent
Description:
This activity was proposed in the framework of the
youth parliament, organized by social centers, prevention clubs, homes for young workers in Sangatte
(France). Forty young people between 18 and 30 years
old gathered during a weekend. They were accompanied by professionals from these organisations. These
young people come from different areas of the region of the Haut de France and mostly from the poor
neighborhoods, they came to share their dreams,
their anger and be force of proposal and dialogue.
Objectives:
· Expressing your emotions: “dreams and anger”
· Develop your view of social phenomena
· Express your point of view
· Listen to other points of view
· Consider proposals for evolution
Material: Material available to each group to present
the reflection in plenary.
Instructions:
Young people are individually invited to express one
of their dreams and their anger.

Based on this identification of the group’s dreams and
anger, adults and young people emit societal themes.
Workshops are organized according to these societal
themes. Young people register freely in one of these
workshops.
In each workshop, the young people discuss together
what constitutes, for them, the targeted problem of
the society. The definition of this problem operates
collectively.
These workshops are the object of a work of restitution where some rapporteurs by group come to present to others the progress of their workshop and the
project of collective action envisaged.
Tips for Youth worker:
In the debate, youth speak on the following points:
· The reasons for choosing this theme,
· Does this theme affect them individually?
· What is problematic for them concretely?
· From the definition of the problem they think about
how they can act on it.
· They develop a collective action project and a slogan
to promote their collective action.
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ACTIVITY 2:
SUSPICION AND PREJUDICE

Size of group: 8 to 12 young people.
Description: This animation is designed by the educational team of the AAPI prevention club in Lille in
the framework entitled “From human experience to
citizen expertise”. The aim of this animation is to work
with young people on the suspicion of which they feel
victims and on the mechanisms at the origin of the
prejudices.
Objectives:
· Decode video messages presented on You tube for
example (analysis of the form and content of the message)
· Spot your own emotions and distance themselves
· Decompose the mechanisms underlying the prejudices and feelings of suspicion.
· Identify that every young person is carrier of prejudices
Materials: Videos and projection material
Instructions:
The animator selects 4 to 5 videos that he / she views
with the youth. From these videos is engaged an exchange with the young people on what they perceive
as being able to generate prejudices and feelings of

suspicion. The facilitator arouses the expression of the
young people from these videos. The group helped by
the facilitator identifies the elements that can generate feelings of suspicion (analysis of the image, the
content to show how the director can manipulate the
viewer by theimage).
Tips for the youth worker:
The animator can work with the youth on emotion. It
helps young people to become aware of the impact of
images on their own emotions.
The facilitator can suggest that young people create
their own videos where they bring into play these
identified mechanisms.
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ACTIVITY 3:
HIS/HER MESSAGE IN
“98 SECONDS” GROUP
size: 8 to 12 young people divided into groups of 4
or 5
Description:
This animation is designed as part of a project entitled
“From human experience to expertise citizen” by the social center Project Faubourg Béthune located in Lille. The
objective is to promote young people’s voice on different
topics of their choice in relation to society and living together (examples: their place in society, their perception
of society, their ideal of society, the living together…). It
is about designing short “You Tube” videos (98 “).
Objectives:
· Developing reflection on social issues
· Developing the ability to create a message
· Ability to identify the different possible interpretations of the same message
Materials: Paperboard to collect the themes- Sheet
writing scenario- Recording equipment (mobiles)
Instructions:
The animator brainstorms with youth to define the
message that mobilizes them around social issues and
“living together”.
The youth are divided into small groups according to
the chosen message.
Young people write a scenario with the help of the
facilitator.
Each small group makes a montage of a 98 “video
from their screenplay.
Once the videos are made, each small group projects
their video to the other groups. The audience groups
must identify the message conveyed. The animator
stimulates exchanges between the youth on the potential differences between the intention of the message and what was understood by the audience.
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ACTIVITY 4:
PHILO WORKSHOP

Size of the group: 10 to 12 young people
Description:
Since 2017, HORIZON9, a prevention club operating in
Roubaix (France), has experimented these philo workshops with youth and pupils from different colleges.
HORIZON9 relied on an organization (PHILOCITE in
Brussels) to train the speakers. There are different
techniques. Those retained by HORIZON9 is the ARCH
(workshop of reflection on the human condition of
Jacques LEVIN).
The choice of topics is first driven by the moderator
and then, it is done at the request of young people.
Different themes proposed: what is the use of philosophy? love, stereotypes / discrimination; absence;
jealousy ; violence ; friendship ; racism ; conflicts ; the
rules ; the treason ; forgiveness ; injustice; the beliefs
; wickedness ; rich / poor / homeless; woman / man /
differences; perseverance, empathy, addictions; death
/ immortality; the difference ; cohabitation, commitment, anger; Harassment ...
Objectives:
· To enable each participant, young and adult, to question their relationship to the world and to the great
universal questions.
· Learn to structure your thinking by confronting that
of others.
· Learn to argue your thoughts, opinions, ideas.
· Learn to respect that others can think differently
from themselves.
· Bring each participant to the construction of one’s
critical spirit
Material:
· Speaking stick created by the young people to distribute the speech and allow everyone to express
themselves

· Chairs arranged in a circle
· Table (for taking note)
· Drink (to install warm environment)
Instructions:
Create the operating rules of the group with the budding philosophers
At the beginning of each session, the group’s rules are
recalled and the topic is launched by the session leader. The subject is launched by a quote or by reading a
small text, a story that brings a question.
The facilitator gives a member of the group the talking
stick and this member can make the choice to speak or
not. When he/she is done, he/she passes the talking
stick to the neighbor who, in turn, expresses or not.
2 group tours are done.
At the end of the second round, the synthesizer summarizes the different ideas expressed by being careful
not to transform the ideas expressed.
The facilitator raises the subject with a question and
1 or 2 turns are made according to the number of
budding philosophers and the quantity of ideas expressed.
At the end of the session, the synthesizer summarizes
the whole session.
Tips for the youth worker:
The regulation is done only by the moderator, the other adults present are subjected to the same rules and
are at the same level as Youth.
At the end of the session, it is possible to finish by
asking the following questions: “try to say what happened in your heads? How did the ideas come? how
did you live the workshop ?.
It is also possible to transcribe the lyrics and present
them to the group at the next session.
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ACTIVITY 5:
THE TRIANGLE

Group size: 12 youth in subgroups of 3 participants
Description: The purpose of this exercise is to give
participants time to reflect in depth on topics
Objectives:
· To develop the ability to express themselves on a
theme
· To develop the capacity to become aware of one’s
emotions in relation to this theme
· To develop the capacity to listening to others
· To develop the ability to question others to support
them in the development of their thinking.
Materials: A notebook or pencil- One chair per participant- A flipchart on which the facilitator writes the
questions.
Instructions:
Duration:
· 5 minutes of introduction
· 3 rounds of 15 minutes = 45 minutes
· 10 minutes of reflection
The facilitator invites the group to divide into teams of
three and invites them to sit in a triangle.
· One participant who speaks from a theme proposed
by the facilitator (the storyteller). We can target them
on issues of society, issues related to beliefs and issues related to radicalisation.
· One is the person who asks the questions (interviewer)
· The other takes note and the role of observer.
The storyteller speaks from a question. The observer
/ note taker identifies the information where he/she
observes the expression of a larger emotion.
The interviewer questions the storyteller from questions to get a complete overview of what the storyteller thinks about the topic. The questions can be
multiple.

For example, on the theme of radicalisation: “if it can
be led to adopt radical “postures and under what circumstances? “If he/she understands why young people are becoming more and more radical (violent, etc.)
and how they think it has happened”, “If they know
young people who are in these risks of radicalisation”.
When the storyteller has finished the story and there
are no more questions, the observer begins to ask
questions about the storyteller’s expressions and
emotions. So they say “you were ... about that, could
you say more?” “.
We do the experience again by changing roles between “storyteller”, “interviewer”, “observer”.
Tips for the Youth Worker:
At the end of the exercise, the animator can ask the
youth to share the most important ideas they have
heard but it is not mandatory.
Create a pleasant and conducive atmosphere. Encourage them to deepen the story and explain that you
can also use it in real life. Only 20% of communication
is verbal, 80% is a communication via body expressions, tone of voice, etc. Non-words tell very often the
true story. So try to make that clear.
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2

SELF-EXPRESSION IN RELATION
TO IDENTITY ISSUES

AT RISK FACTORS TO PREVENT
. Negative feelings that enclose the young person in isolation, which
leads to feelings of frustration, non-recognition and rejection of
society
· Lack of self-confidence
· Prejudices that enclose the young
· Fragility of identity specific to youth
· Fragility of identity related to ruptures, failures, trauma and grief
· Promotion of violence

PROTECTIVE FACTORS
· Understanding of the origins of his/her emotions, and identification
of their consequences on the psychic and social life of the young
· Spotting his/her emotions and positive expression of them,
· Discovering the emotions of others
· Developing the Youth resilience by working on breaks,
bereavements, failures, addictions
· Development of self-confidence and self-esteem
· Development of self-assertive capacity in a non-violent way
· Awareness of one’s prejudices to surpass them
· Inscription in his/her filiation, reference to the origins in answer to
the questions of identity
· Need to feel recognized in a benevolent protective group
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ACTIVITY 1:
THE TREE OF ANGER
(VARIANT THE TREE OF
EMOTIONS AND FEELINGS)
Size of the group: 8 to 10 young people
Description:
In the framework of the Lisbon transnational meeting, young people proposed an animation based on
the collective creation of a tree of anger. The purpose
of this activity is to identify the feeling of anger, with
its source and its manifestation, through an oral and
written expression. It also helps young people to clarify the different emotions they experience and their
origins.
Objectives:
· To develop the ability to identify emotions, to understand their origin
· To develop abilities to identify the consequences
that emotions can induce and to identify possible alternatives for positive expression
Material: A large painting or a large sheet of paper
with the drawing of a treeSticky notes
A pencil by young person.
Preparation: Draw a tree, with roots, trunk and
branches on a large sheet of paper and distribute a
pen and sticky notes to each participant.
Instructions:
The facilitator asks participants three questions:
· What makes you angry (the source of anger)?
· What does it produce? What do you feel inside yourself (the emotions)?
· What are the outward manifestations of your anger?
What does anger make you do (acts, behaviors, words ...)?
The first question is asked. Each participant writes his
or her answers on sticky notes. The facilitator picks up

post-it notes and sticks them on the roots of the tree
(the origins of anger).
Then all the answers are raed aloud and each participant can make comments (for this step, participants
can explain their answer if they wish).
By hearing the answers, anyone can add or modify
their answers.
When the source question is complete, the facilitator
asks the second question about emotions and repeats
the first step. Answers are stuck on the trunk of the
tree.
The animanotir does the same thing with the last
question and puts the papers on the branches.
The facilitator can help youth identify each other’s
emotions. Young people can, indeed, confuse anger
and fear, for example.
At the end of the activity, the facilitator values young
people’s proposals based on the ability to channel
their violence and to express it in a positive way. If
these are not mentioned spontaneously, the facilitator encourages young people to discuss other ways of
“managing” non-violent anger.
Tips for youth workers:
Writing sticky notes can be done anonymously.
If another emotion is identified, the facilitator can use
it and ask the same three questions to the same person and get information about that feeling / emotion.
This animation can be realized with the other emotions or feelings: joy, sadness, hope ...
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ACTIVITY 2:
MULTIPLE IDENTITIES
AND BELONGING GROUP

size: 10 to 15 young people
Objectives:
· To identify the different components of their own
identity
Material: Paperboard- Felt - Sheet “Four questions”
- Appendix 1,
1. If I had to describe myself in four words: ................
..........................
2. An important experience in my life, which made me
feel part of a group : Telling ..................
3. An element that constitutes me as ..............................
and that gives me pride: Explain
4. An element that constitutes me as .....................
...... which is sometimes difficult to live with or embarrassing: Explain
Instructions:
· Group the participants by five or six young people
randomly
· Each responds to his/her questionnaire individually
· Ask participants to share in the small group their answers to the first question
· Each team chooses a secretary who lists the answers.
Timing: 5 minutes
· Then we move to the second question; while the
groups discuss the following questions, collect answers and transcribe in the disorder on a board (so
that people can not be identified, only the answers
are mentioned)
· Once the identifiers are transcribed, reflection on
the fact that each can more easily be defined in many
facets. We can choose some identifiers and propose
a “stand up”.
Tips for the youth worker:
These questions are related to our social and cultur-

al background. It is important to emphasize that this
reflects different groups to which I belong but also to
which I identify and to which others identify me;
These categories include - in a non-exhaustive way:
religion, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, age, social class, socio-economic status, geographical origins,
etc.
At first, leave it to the young people to fill in the form,
without giving any more details that could guide
them.
Then initiate a discussion on the exercise using the
following debriefing questions:
Was it easy or not to answer this questionnaire?
0. Were you surprised or did you learn something
about yourself or others?
a. How did you feel about having to “label” yourself
in four categories? Easy, complicated? Have you felt
relunctance in doing so?
b. How could we help create an environment in which
everyone would be encouraged to be proud of who
they are?
c. How can we help each other respect both differences and commonalities?
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ACTIVITY 3:
FILIATION AND IDENTITY
UNEASINESS OF YOUTH

Group size: from 6 to 15 people
Description:
This activity is created by the association “Laisse Ton
Imprreinte (LTE)” by Luc Scheibling in France. It is
based on fiction developed in connection with Youth
identity issues. The projection of this fiction serves as
a basis for exchanges and discussions with the audience (young people but also possibly their families
and youth workers), promoting a mode of animation
based on active listening.
Material: Fictions: The Great Crossing and All Halfbreed : www.laissetonempreinte.fr/maisaise-identitaire-des-jeunes
Instructions : The presenter views the video. It then
elicits an exchange with a group of young people or
adults using active listening.
The Great Journey
Summary
A pioneer crossed seas and lands to find work in
France. His grandson wonders why his own children
sometimes have trouble getting out of the neighborhood, crossing the street. Blocked at the bottom of
the blocks. What happened ?
Objectives of this fiction
- The first objective is to allow us to revisit the questions around discriminations and poorly healed
wounds addressed in the first chapter of our book on
the identity uneasiness of young people.
-The second objective is to ask ourselves about what
we transmit to our children that is likely to block
them, to stop them, to prevent them from flying on
their own.

-The third objective is to allow us to revisit each our
“great crossings” because the universal metaphorical
dimension of this fiction is obvious. At times in our
lives, we were all asked to go into the unknown, to
cross oceans of doubts, we had to jump into the void,
take risks, overcome our fears to grow, evolve, change
something essential. Put wind in our sails, emancipate
us, grow...
Decryption and animation tips: http://www.laissetonempreinte.fr/wp_content/uploads/2019/02/
decryptage-La-grande-traversee.pdf
All HalfSummary
Professor Zoulouck challenges a young man who is
stalling a fire truck with his friends. Together they decipher the underlying reasons (loyalty to family history, feeling of relegation, dependence on the group,
difficulty to feel French ...). Then suddenly, the young
discontent Zoulouck by questioning him on his status
and his origins! Out of their prejudices, they walk and
discover otherness.
Objectives:
Analyze the process that leads a youngster to reflex
firefighters, highlighting the identity uneasiness it underlies: litigation with the state, its representatives,
the question of uniform, stories Individual and collective transmission, poorly healed wounds, but also the
youth / adult relationship, group phenomena, school
failure, the question of otherness, living together ...
Extensive program!
Decoding and animation tips: http://www.laissetonempreinte.fr/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/decryptage-Tous-des-sang-meles.pdf
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ACTIVITY 4:
THE NOTEBOOK LEAVE YOUR
PRINT: TELL YOURSELF AND
KEEP A OF SELF-WORTH TRACK!
Group size: individual
Description:
This activity is created by the association “Laisse Ton
Empreinte (LTE)” by Luc Scheibling in France. This activity invites young people to express their life course,
to identify their emotions, life experiences, and resources. This short-term experience produces amazing effects in terms of awareness, change of mutual
gaze, accompaniment dynamics. In three meetings,
this device makes it possible to bring out an authentic
word, to take stock of one’s journey, to change one’s
self, to remobilise on a project. The youth can then
regain his/her power to act!
Objectives: reconnect with one’s own history, get out
of a fragmented vision of its journey, become aware
of its operation, be recognized, remobilize on a project of life, a professional project ...
Hardware: http://www.laissetonempreinte.fr / thebook-leave-your-footprint /
statement:S The approach is based on 3 stages:
During the first meeting, the adult facilitates the expression of the young and invited to express the
events of his/her career that he/she wants to talk
about. During the second meeting, the adult returns
to the young remarks by structuring and bringing a
kind and caring look. The young person is invited to
validate this writing and agrees to put it in his/her
notebook. At the third meeting, the adult gives the
young his/her notebook. According to his/her desire,
he/she can share it with his/her entourage, the professionals who accompany him/her, friends or keep it
just for him/her ...

Advice for the youth worker: this device is the subject of a training http: // www.laissetonempreinte.fr/
wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Fiches-formation-LTE.
pdf
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ACTIVITY 5:
ON LINE
Group size: 10 to 15 youths
Description:
This activity was proposed as part of the Lisbon transnational training. The purpose of this activity is to get
to know a group better and to understand that we can
be different from an outside point of view but that
we can also have a lot in common in terms of family
situation, love, future perspective, care of your loved
ones, fears, love, etc.
We are all human beings and, through this exercise,
we focus on the inner world of the group and its individuals where everyone feels comfortable expressing
who they are.

If the young person thinks “yes”, the young person is
behind the line. The young people are distributed in
this space according to the strength percentage of this
affirmation. Example: if the young person thinks “yes”
at 40%, he stays closer to the middle line compared
to young people who say 100% yes. Same thing about
the distribution of young people who answer “No”.
Tips for the Youth Worker:
The facilitator begins with easy questions and then
engages in deeper questions. When the youth worker know the position of participants in relation to the
matter, he can ask deeper questions and engage in
conversation on the subject.

Active listening will help young people feel welcome
and accepted. Discretion vis-à-vis the exchanged remarks must be guaranteed as prerequisites.

The facilitator asks, for example, the question: “Do you
smoke? “. Then asks the young people who answered
“yes”: “Why do you smoke ?, how did it start?”, Do
you want to stop? What can help you stop? Why do
not you start stopping if you want to? etc.

Objectives:
· To promote the expression of oneself, of one’s emotions
· To promote the assertion of oneself
· To favor the listening of the other

The facilitator keeps in mind that he/she is not a therapist, but just a facilitator to help the group express
themselves and learn from each other.

Material: The questions which can be used are the
following ones:
· Who has obtained his/her diploma or has a job?
· Who lost a loved one?
· Who was bullied?
· Who has bullied anyone else once or more?
· Who is religious?
· Who knows someone who is radicalized or about to
become radicalized? In continuity with this question,
we can evoke the signs of radicalization identified.
Instructions:
The young people are standing in one side of the
room (open space without chair). The facilitator asks
the youth to answer the questions with “yes”, “no” or
“maybe / almost” etc.

It is important to create a safe environment respect
for everyone’s word, respect for non-response,
(“Everyone is different and has the right to be”).
The distribution of speech: when a young person
speaks, others listen and remain silent. If a young person wishes to speak, he/she raises hand so that the
facilitator can invite him/her to speak.
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ACTIVITY 6:
DO WE HAVE ALTERNATIVES?
Group size: 8 - 24 (3 subgroups)
Description:
This is a role play activity that addresses the following
issues of interpersonal violence and Intimidation
Objectives:
· To develop knowledge and understanding about
causes and the consequences of bullying;
· To develop skills in solving problems;
· To create empathy with the victims of any type of
bullying.
Material
Find three stages that correspond to your role-play
proposal (one scene per group) -A copy of the “true
stories” sheet - A space to play role-plays
Instructions
Introduce the activity. Explain to youth that they will
be working in small groups to make small role plays on
the subject of bullying.
Hold a short brainstorming session on “What is bullying? «. Make sure everyone agrees on bullying, knows
the different forms it can take and can happen in any
school, college, club, workplace or neighborhood,
community.
Divide the participants into three subgroups and assign one of the scenes to each group. Give them 15
minutes to rehearse and prepare their role-plays.
Once they are ready, ask each group, in turn, to present their scene.
Leave comments until all groups have presented their
scenes, and then come to plenary for a discussion.
Tips for the Youth Worker
Begin by examining role-plays.
· Where do the ideas behind the scene come from?

Was it from stories or films about bullying, or was it
based on experience?
· Were the scenes realistic?
· Were they constructive and did they help the situation and what made it difficult?
· Is it easy to speak frankly with a friend who is also
a bully?
· Which techniques mùay tend to have positive effects,
which techniques would have a negative impact?
· Is it easy to speaxk aith a friend who is victim of bullying?
· What is the best way to find appropriate solutions
for the victim?
Now ask three participants to volunteer to read the
three “true stories”. Ask for general comments on the
cases, and then discuss the causes of the harassment,
how it can be addressed, and the rights associated
with it.
· How do you feel about being bullied?
· Is the person being bullied responsible?
· Why do bullies intimidate? For example, do they try
to prove something by abusing others?
· Is bullying a form of violence?
· Does bullying affect power?
· Is bullying inevitable?
· If you are friends with someone who is being bullied,
should you inform a manager, even if your friend has
told you about his/her problem with confidence?
· What are the most common prejudices against people who are bullied?
· Who is responsible for controlling an intimidation
problem?
· What would you have done if you were the person
being bullied?
· What should be done with bullies? How can they
learn to stop bullying? Should they be punished?
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ACTIVITY 7:
WHO ARE WE?
WHO AM I ?
Group size: 8 or more
Description: This activity is based on discussion
groups, brainstorming sessions, drawings and group
discussions to explore identity issues.
Objectives:
· To increase understanding of the concept of identity
and broaden self-awareness;
· To develop communication skills;
· To promote solidarity and respect.
Materials: Pens and colored markers, if possible of
different colors for each participant - One sheet per
person - Flipchart
Instructions:
To encourage contact between participants, ask participants to form groups of two. Ask them to pretend to
be strangers and introduce themselves to each other.
Now ask young people to think about what is interesting or important to know about someone else at your
first meeting and to brainstorm ideas about general
categories of information. For example, name, age,
sex, gender, nationality, role in the family, religion,
, ethnicity, work / studies, taste for music, hobbies,
sports, likes and dislikes in general, etc.
Explain now that participants will discover how much
each of them is in contact with the other members of
the group. Hand out the paper and pens and explain
that the first step is for each of them to draw their
identity. They should consider themselves stars. Ask
the youth to consider the eight to ten most important
aspects of their identity and draw their personal star.
Tell people to go around and compare their stars.
When they find someone with whom they share a
ray, they must write the name of that person near the
ray. Come back now to plenary and ask people to talk
about their individuality. You can ask:
a) What aspects of identity do people have in com-

mon and which are they unique?
b) To what extent are group members similar and different? Are people closer to each other than different?
Finally, think about what aspects of identity people
choose and with whom they are born. Write them in
two columns on the flip chart.
Tips for the Youth Worker
Now let’s move on to the discussion of what people
have discovered about themselves and about each
other and about the implications of the singularity of
human beings, all equal, we must respect each other.
· What did the participants learn about themselves?
Was it difficult to decide which the ten most significant aspects of their identity were?
· Were people surprised by the results of the star comparison? Did they have more or less in common than
expected?
· What did people think about diversity in the group?
Did they think it made the group more interesting, or
is it harder to be or work together?
· Are there aspects of the identity of others that participants were strongly inclined to respond to and say
“I am not”? For example, I am not a football fan, not a
techno fan, not a dog lover, homosexual or Christian.
· How does identity develop? Which aspects are linked
to social constructions and which ones are inherent
and fixed?
· With regard to gender issues in particular, which
aspects are social constructions and which ones are
inherent and fixed?
· Did the participants write “woman” or “man”? What
do people associate with the words “woman” and
“man”? Are the associations the same for both sexes
and for all men and women?
· To what extent are people judged by their individual
identity and the group to which they belong?
· To what extent are people free to choose their own
identity? What are the implications for themselves
and the society, and in particular for human rights of
equality and respect?
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ACTIVITY 8: POWER OF THE
FLOWERS (VARIANT OF THE ACTIVITY:
WHO ARE WE, WHO AM I?)
Size of the group: From 3 people
Description: At the end of this activity, you will have
a wall of flowers that represents the diversity of the
group. It is a creative activity that leads to a discussion
about human rights: what they are, why they exist
and how we should protect them.
Objectives
· Develop an understanding of the link between human needs, personal well-being and human rights;
· Develop skills to reflect and analyze;
· Foster solidarity and respect for diversity.
Material: A solid wall, with enough space to hang all
the drawings. A pencil for each participant; rubbers;
color markers to share- Adhesive tape to hang drawings on the wall- Flipchart and markers
Instructions:
Explain that this activity will become a discussion
about human rights, but that they will start by thinking about what means to be human.
Part 1. Identify what it means to be a whole human
Being
1. Explain that to feel complete as a human being,
a person must meet certain needs. For example, to
survive, we all need food and water, sleep and air to
breathe. We also need security: personal and financial security and good health. We also need love and
belonging: friendship, intimacy and a family. We also
need self-esteem: to feel accepted and valued by others and to feel that we can develop our full potential
and feel personally fulfilled.
2. Tell participants that each of them must draw a
flower to represent their own needs as a human being. The flower should have eight petals:
· Basic needs
· Personal safety
· Financial security

· Health
· Friendly relationship
· Family
· Self-esteem
· Personal fulfillment
3. The size of the petals should correspond to the importance of each of the eight needs for them at this
stage of their lives. Draw an example on a flipchart as
you explain it, but point out that this is just one example: the flower of each person will be different.
4. Hand out the paper, pens and color markers and
have each participant draw their own flower in the
middle of the paper leaving a space around it. Explain
that there are no good or bad “answers”. Everyone’s
flower will be unique. To motivate the participants,
say that there should be no name on the productions.
Give them ten minutes to do this step.
5. Now, ask participants to think about the conditions
that must exist to be able to flourish and become complete human beings. Ask participants to draw leaves
around the flower to represent these conditions and
write key words on the leaves. Allow ten minutes for this.
6. Finally, ask participants to fix their work on a wall
for an exhibition.
Part 2. Link human needs to human rights
1. Give participants time to look at flowers. Then ask
them to form small groups of 3 or 4 and ask them to
discuss the following questions:
2. Are there links between human rights and flowers
and leaves? If so, what are the links?
3. Are human rights important? Why?
4. What do the words “human rights” mean to you?
Now ask each group to give their opinion and then go
on to the next questions.
Tips for the Youth Worker
Start with a brief feedback on the activity in small
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groups and find out what the participants learned
about the activity:
· Did you enjoy the activity? Why? Why not?
· Was it difficult to decide the size of the petals? Are
the eight needs all important for a fulfilling life?
· Are there other needs that are not represented by
the petals, ie, are there other petals to add?
· Has anyone written something in the center of the
flower?
· Are you surprised by the similarities and differences
between the petals of different people?
· What does this tell you about human beings?
· What are the consequences for the individual to
have damaged petals?
· What does it take to protect the different petals?
What did the participants write on the leaves?
· Are there links between what was written on the
leaves and the idea of human rights?
· What did you learn about your own identity as a human being? What is the link with human rights?
· What human rights do we need most so that we can
flourish and become true human beings (at home)?
· Are some human rights more important than others? For who? When? Or?
· Why should we be on our guard to protect and develop human rights?
· What can we do to better protect human rights?
· Are there any needs that are not covered by any of
the existing human rights conventions?
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3

OPENNESS TO OTHER CULTURES,
RELIGIONS, BELIEFS

RISK FACTORS TO PREVENT
· Stereotypes and / or prejudices against others, different cultures,
different religions, different communities
· Lack of knowledge about different cultures, religions, beliefs
· Radical influences of closed groups , remote from democratic
values

PROTECTIVE FACTORS
· Curiosity and openness towards other cultures, religions, beliefs
· Awareness of one’s own prejudices to make them evolve
· Better knowledge of one’s own cultural references
· Better knowledge of one’s own cultural references and beliefs
· Participation meetings and interconvictional dialogue
· Ability to engage in a dialogue on a variety of convictions
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ACTIVITY 1:
ART AND CULTURES

Size of the group: 8 to 15 young
Description: the activity is based on the discovery
of different forms of expression related to different
cultures. Young people are invited to choose certain
works representing a particular culture. Young people
do research to understand the links between these
works and the reference culture. Each subgroup exposes its discoveries.
Objectives:
· Develop curiosity and knowledge for one’s own culture and for other cultures
· Establish dialogue between young people on different cultures, religions, beliefs
Material: Internet access that allows for research Supports to present works artistic.
Instructions:
The animator awakens young people’s interest in different expressions (music, pictorial art, dance ...) and
presents a series of works relating to different cultures.
Young people break into small groups and choose to
focus on a series of works related to a culture. Each

group wonders about the cultural elements that emanate from these works (symbols, style ...) and carries
out research to complete their knowledge.
Each group presents other production chosen by explaining:
· The reasons for choosing these works in connection
with a particular culture
· Messages transmitted in connection with the culture
· What its cultural elements make sense for them
Each presentation concluded with an exchange with
the other young people.
Tips for youth workers:
The speaker can propose a series of artistic works referring to different religions, or beliefs.
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ACTIVITY 2:
CALENDAR OF
RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS

Size of the group: from 8 to 15 young people
Description:
This animation aims to make a calendar with religious
or secular festivals, in connection with the different
religions or beliefs of young people of the group or
young people of the neighboorhood. Each explains
the traditions associated with these festivals, the
memories attached to them...
Objectives:
· Get to know other cultures, religions, convictions
and beliefs
· Changing representations deal with different religions and beliefs
· recognise its own cultural traditions
Material: calendar
Instructions:
The facilitator suggests to the young people to spot
the celebrations that the families of the neighborhood celebrate. They constitute a common calendar.
The facilitator asks young people to tell the meaning
of each of these festivals, religious or not, and how
they are celebrated (tradition). Young people can respond with their own knowledge, but they can also

interview neighborhood residents, parents, or search
social networks.
Tips for the youth worker:
The facilitator can suggest to the young people to organize with them, parties between them, but also in
the neighborhood (neighbors’ festivals for example)
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ACTIVITY 3:
THE BELIEVERS

Size of the group: 10 to 15 participants divided into
small groups (4 to 5 young people)
Description:
Participants compare and contrast their different beliefs
Objectives
· To develop knowledge about different belief systems
and religions;
· To develop Critical Thinking
· To cultivate Acceptance of Diversity of Beliefs and
Religions
Materials: Copies of the statement cards (one set per
small group), each card must include a statement of
beliefs, values, practices and rituals ... for different religions; Comfortable places for small groups to sit and
chat. A facilitator for each small group who reads the
general information about Religions and Beliefs.
Instructions
1. Explain that in this activity, youth will discuss their
beliefs. Remember that some people may be deeply
religious; others less and some may not have a religion. The aim is to deepen the understanding of Article 18 of the UDHR by sharing personal points of view
and critically analyzing the different ways in which we
give meaning to life.
0. Make it very clear to participants that they need
to be aware of what they say and how they express
themselves. The protection of religious beliefs, as
well as religious symbols against insult and denigra-

tion, falls within the scope of freedom of religion. However, protection must be weighed against freedom of
thought and expression and does not mean general
immunity against criticism of beliefs. Therefore, open
and respectful questioning is acceptable, as opposed to
discourse motivated by prejudice and discrimination.
0. Divide the participants into small groups of 4 to 6
people and ask them to think for 3 or 4 minutes individually about their personal convictions. For example, if they have a religion, do they closely follow the
obligations and rituals?
0. Then, using an icebreaker, ask the participants to
talk about the first time they took part in a religious
ceremony.
0. Now place the cards face down in the middle of the
group. Tell participants that they have one hour and
that their discussions should be short so that they can
process as many cards as possible. In this way, they
will have a broad perspective on the issues; they can
follow topics that are of particular interest later.
0. Explain that each turn, a participant takes a card,
reads it aloud and comments on the statement. Then
the others have the opportunity to contribute with an
example from their own religion or experience.
0. Then move on to another round, with another player taking a card.
0. When all the cards have been discussed or the time
is up, go to the record (in the same groups).
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Tips for the Youth Worker
This activity deals with a sensitive subject, so it is important that everyone feels at ease. Run the activity
in a relaxed way. A relaxing environment is helping.
Make sure everyone knows they do not have to say or
explain more than they feel ready to.
· Did the participants feel that it was difficult to treat
certain topics? Why?
· Are there any facts, beliefs or attitudes about your
position in life that surprised you?
· What did people have in common despite their different life positions?
· What are the fundamental differences between people’s life positions? Are they irreconcilable?
· Why is it important to know the attitudes of others?
How ignorant are you? If you know more about them?
· Bearing in mind that freedom of religion and belief is
a human right, is it easy to respect people when you
fundamentally disagree with their position in life?
· To what extent do ignorance and prejudices about
the different life attitudes play a role in the perception
of one another?
· Does everyone have freedom of belief and religion in
your country? Why not?
· What form do violations of freedom of belief and religion take in your country?
· To what extent should freedom of thought, conscience and religion permit distinct practices within
the community of believers that may diverge from
society? Examples of this might include positions on
women in religious leadership positions, traditional
ceremonies involving children, baptism, divorce or
burial laws, bans on representing the founder, and
so on.

· What should you keep in mind when planning an
event for the entire group, such as a picnic, sporting
event, or weekend getaway, so that everyone can be
included, regardless of their religion or background?
Their convictions?
· Sometimes, when organizing an event, it can be difficult to meet everyone’s needs based on their religion
or beliefs. How are you trying to find solutions? If you
need to compromise, how would you organise based
on different people’s needs?
· What is the most interesting thing you learned from
this activity?
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ACTIVITY 4:
OBSOLETE BELIEFS?

Group Size: Indifferent or Individual
Description:
In this activity, participants discuss how beliefs develop, how they are strengthened, and how they evolve
over time.
Objectives:
· To develop an understanding of the social construction of beliefs;
· To develop critical thinking and discussion skills
· To cultivate open-minded attitudes and research
Material: Note Cards, a game by small group- A large
sheet of paper and pens for each group
Preparation: Find statements on the subject. Make a
card game in a small group.
Instructions:
1.Think about what people understand by the word
“belief”.
1. Explain that this activity is about how beliefs change
over time. The first participants discuss the beliefs
that past generations had but are now outdated, then
they discuss their beliefs and their children and grandchildren will find themselves outdated.
2. Now ask participants to break into small groups.
Each group should choose someone who writes notes
summarized on the large sheet of paper and gives
their opinion in plenary.

3. Ask the groups to review the statements and
choose 5 answers that have changed and discuss
what they will believe. How will their beliefs about
chosen statements differ from yours? Why will they
be so different?
4. After discussing their grandparents’ beliefs about
the statements. Where do these beliefs come from?
How were they strengthened? In hindsight, was it
wise beliefs? Why not?
5. Then try to imagine what the life of your future children would look like.
6 . Bring the groups back to plenary and ask each
group to give a brief summary of their findings.
Tips for the Youth Worker
Start with a brief overview of the activity, and then
discuss life challenges in a globalized world where beliefs and values change.
· Have there been strong disagreements within the
groups?
· How do the returns of different groups compare?
· Where do we get our beliefs? Are there general
things to say about how it was in the past and how it
will be different in the future?
· Why do beliefs change?
· Are there absolute beliefs? If so, what kinds of beliefs
and why? If not, why are not beliefs absolute?
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· What are the benefits of sharing beliefs?
· How do our beliefs limit us?
· What would make you change your beliefs?
· Is it easy to change beliefs? What kinds of beliefs are
more difficult and which are easier to change? Why?
· How can people protect themselves from propaganda and false statements, for example from politicians,
the doubts of skeptical climatologists or ploys to get
your money from fake organizations?
· Give examples of limitations to the right to freedom
of opinion and expression. Who should decide these
limitations?
· Can you name examples of attacks on freedom of
thought, conscience and religion in your community,
your country, Europe and the world?
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4

ARGUMENTATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE
THOUGHT BY THE INITIATION TO
THE TECHNIQUES OF THE DEBATE

RISK FACTORS TO PREVENT:
· Lack of critical mind
· Lack of reflexive capacities
· Lack of awareness of one’s own representations, stereotypes
· Influence of the messages of violence

PROTECTIVE FACTORS
· Development of the capacity to argue one’s point of view,
· Development of the ability to distance oneself from one’s own
representations and prejudices
· Development of the ability to listen to the arguments of others
· Development of one’s ability to think and develop one’s critical
mind
· Development of one’s own ability to find other ways than violence
through negotiation, compromise ...
· Development of its power to act
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ACTIVITY 1:
THE MOVING DEBATE

Size of group: 10 to 15 youth

Objectives:
· To express opinions and ideas
· To develop listening skills
· To develop arguments

into two camps - chalk, sticky paper or any other material designed to mark separation.
Instructions: 3 steps:
Time 1: Instructions: Ask the participants to gather
in the middle of the room, explain that the room will
be separated into 2 parts: One part “Agree” and another “Disagree” and that you will then propose an
affirmation implying that they position themselves
under the panel corresponding to their opinion. They
will discuss their positioning and that at any time, if
they change their minds, they will / may change sides.
Time 2: Start: The facilitator reads the first sentence
and asks the participants to position themselves. It
is necessary to give each participant time to position
themselves without pressure, while insisting on the
obligation to choose a camp: During this activity, it is
not possible to remain neutral, but everyone will have
the opportunity to change camp if the proposed arguments convince him/her.
Time 3: Debate: The participants being divided into
two camps you will be able to give the floor to each
camp, in turn. It is important to recall the rules of
debate, below, and to give voice to those who have
changed sides.

Material: A room large enough to divide participants

Advice for the youth worker:

Description:
This activity is a way to organise the debate, based
on a motion chosen in advance. This motion should
be selected for its controversial or divisive nature, and
encourage participants to position themselves clearly.
The positioning of each according to his or her adhesion to the argumentation developed helps to structure his/her own thinking. The intellectual journey is
materialized by the displacements. This form of debate makes it possible to become aware of the multiplicity of existing opinions, to practice listening, to formalise and formulate one’s own thinking, to dare to
express one’s opinion on a subject and to deconstruct
propaganda and unique thought. The reflection matures during the animation thanks to the arguments
presented by each, feeding the reflection. The rules
guarantee a sense of security for each participant.
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Instructions to be respected:
· The floor is given by the facilitator;
· All participants must be able to express themselves,
but without constraint;
· One speech at a time;
· There are no good or bad answers;
· No criticism or judgment of arguments or utterances;
· The stated arguments do not respond (no dialogue
between two speakers)
· Everyone is free to “change sides” when he/she
wishes.
Tips for the Youth Workers
· Posture of the facilitator : he / she has only a role of
distribution of speech, of reformulation of argument
to revive the debate or reframing of participants not
respecting the rules (cf. instructions, above)
· He/she must remain in the middle (one foot in each
side) facing the public and must not give his opinion.
He/she must also be careful not to be the recipient
of the arguments by encouraging the participants to
interact only with the camp opposite and not him/
herself.

· The ping-pong debate between two participants is
forbidden. It is not even advisable to allow instant answers to an argument because it focuses on a subject.
· The arguments to discuss semantics or vocabulary
choices are to be interrupted; it is a collective debate,
not a rewrite of the subject of debate. The affirmation
must remain visible (panel, screen,) throughout the
debate, to facilitate the reframing during any digressions.
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ACTIVITY 2:
DEVELOP YOUR ARGUMENTS

Size of the group: from 8 to 15 young people
Description:
This activity aims to develop in young people their
ability to argue their thought and thereby promote
the development of thought. Young people often tend
to focus on one argument. It is difficult for them to
associate and find new arguments. The goal of the exercise is to challenge the group to create and find new
arguments to enrich their thinking and increase their
ability to be heard.
Objectives:
· To develop the ability to lead a reflection, develop
one’s thoughts
· To develop their ability to argue
Material: motions
Instructions:
Diversifying its arguments / Run time: 10 minutes
· Ask the group to stand in a circle
· Choose a motion that you develop with group
· Ask participants to develop one argument in turn.

They should not say whether they are for or against,
as long as it is a new argument.
Advice to the youth worker:
Do not be too demanding if young people can not find
new arguments, especially in very large groups, it is
quite difficult for the last participants of the circle, to
find new arguments.
The facilitator supports young people by proposing
them to refer to different areas: the social field, the
economic field, the psychological field, the geographical field.
The facilitator can invite youth to find arguments related to the individual level, the family, society, etc.
Argument Staircase / Duration: 20 minutes
This exercise is designed because many young
people do not have enough words to construct
an argumentation. So, in this exercise, you give
them some firm and affirmative arguments. You
must prepare this exercise before the training as
follows:
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a.Take a motion that concerns your target group and
explain to the group that you will exercise them to
build arguments.
b. Write on large sheets (preferably A4 or A3) 3 statements in favor of the motion and 3 statements against
the motion. Try to make the statements quite different.
c. When you start exercising, walk into space and lay
the papers on the floor. Arguments agains the statement in arrow, araguments in favour of the statement
on the other side. Write the statement at the end.
Read the statements (or ask a participant to read)
· Invite them to move and choose the statement / argument closest to their opinion
· Invite groups who have stopped on a statement
(most of the time you have some participants selecting the same thing) to discuss the reasons for this
statement and to find an illustration

· Invite small groups to explain and illustrate their
statement. Help them if necessary with small
questions like «why? Or «could you give an example?
· “When all the groups have explained their statements, invite them to meet and talk each other. You
can also let them do when exchanges occur spontaneously.
· Show them that they have already had a little debate in which we had a «for» group and a «against»
group.
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ACTIVITY 3:
INTRODUCTION TO THE
HOUSE OF COMMONS DEBATE

Group Size: 12 Youth

ple suspected of having radical Islamic sympathies”

Description:
The facilitator introduces the “House of Commons”
debate to youth workers. This type of debate comes
from the British parliamentary debate, even though it
contains fewer rules. It has become particularly popular in the Netherlands because of its frequent use on
television.

· “Religious leaders should suggest to their European
congregations not to wear religious symbols (“Kippah,
hijab, for example)” “

Objectives:
· To learn about the techniques of debate
· To develop one’s power to act

· “ Public schools should teach the main religions of
their country “

Instructions:
The House of Commons Debate / Duration: 10 minutes
The moderator chooses to talk about the radicalisation of young people in the country and ends by making a motion. Some examples of motions:
· “Young people convinced to have extremist sympathies should not receive severe punishments”
· “Local governments should give work to young peo-

· “ Western states must deter Salafism “
· “ Governments must close mosques suspected of
preaching radical sermons “

· “ Islam is / is not responsible for the existence of Islamic terrorism “

Rules for the House debate:
· There is an” expert “who begins by describing a
problem The expert ends up with a motion
· After which two teams, led by a moderator of this
proposal, all speakers give their opinion. In case of
need the moderator can play the role of the devil’s
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advocate by asking difficult questions.
· Generally, each team has a maximum of 6 participants.
· Those who wish to say something about the motion
can do so but can only speak when authorized by the
moderator.
· The moderator is the leader and decides who is allowed to speak.
· The participant may decide not to speak and listen.
However, the moderator must try to engage all the
participants without forcing them.
· The discussion is over after 10 minutes and the public decides which team won the debate.
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ACTIVITY 4:
A MOSQUE IN
SLEEPING VILLAGE

Size: 8-15 or individuals
Presentation
This activity focuses on the emergence of a conflict
over the construction of a new mosque in a traditionally Christian neighborhood through the simulation of
a meeting of the city council.
Objectives
· To experience real conflicts that may arise to meet
the needs of diverse communities;
· To explore the right to freedom of religion and belief;
· To develop Debating and Analyzing Skills
Material
Paper Sheets- flipchart - Clock or watch- Small Bell
for the Mayor
Preparation
Introduce the group to the set of rules pertaining to
the debate- Prepare Labels name for the different
parties / groups that will be represented at the meeting. List the different roles on a flipchart for everyone
to see.

Instructions
1. Remind the group of the rules of the debate and
write them on the flipchart;
2. Read the description of the problem. Explain that
all participants are citizens of Sleeping Village and are
all concerned about whether or not a new mosque
should be built on available land in the municipality.
3. Show the participants the list of different roles and
ask everyone to choose one. Distribute the role cards
and description of the problem and indicate where individuals and groups can meet prior to the meeting,
and where the “City Council Meeting” will be held.
4. Explain that there are 30 minutes left before the
meeting so that people can meet other citizens, prepare what they want to say and decide how they want
to vote! Tell them that the City Council will last 40
minutes and that the time spent on speeches may be
very small due to the number of participants. For this
reason, they should try to focus on one or two points
only.
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Tips for the Youth Worker
Start the round by greeting everyone. Ask the participants:
· What do they think about the process they have
been through?
· Were you surprised by the result of the vote and did
it reflect the position of the person you were playing?
· What influence do you think you (in your role) had
on the results?
· Did interaction with other people or groups change
your approach or attitude to the problem?
· Was it easy to identify yourself with your role? Why
or why not?
· Do you think this situation could occur in real life?
Can you think of similar cases?
· How would you react if this case arose in your city
/ place of residence? Has the activity changed your
attitude?

· What do you understand by right to freedom of
thought, conscience and religion? Do you know any
cases in history (or today) where this right has been
denied?
· Why do you think that freedom of religion is a fundamental human right?
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ACTIVITY 5:
CONTRADICTORY CLAIMS
AND CONSENSUS RESEARCH

Group size: 8-15 participants

Part 1. The Trial (total time 65 minutes)

Description:
This activity is a simulation of the conflict that touches
the AIDS drug issue in South Africa. It addresses the
following issues: HIV / AIDS and Access to MedicinesHow to Resolve Conflicting Claims Regarding Individual Rights.

1. Define the scene. HIV / AIDS is a very serious epidemic around the world. It is a major problem in
South Africa where millions of poor people suffer
and die unnecessarily because they can not afford
the expensive drugs they need. Their only alternative is to use cheaper generic drugs. The major
pharmaceutical companies are against this principle. They want to protect their property rights and
have joined forces to prevent any state from copying their products for cheaper sale. They have started legal proceedings against the South African government, which distributes and sells these cheaper
generic drugs.

Objectives :
· To develop skills in communication, cooperation and
consensus building;
· To foster solidarity and the ideals of justice.
Materials
Flipchart and pens - Test role cards-Instructions for
small group work, for each participant- Small cards
(10cm x 6cm) - One red card and one green card per
participant - Rooms for plenary and small group work.
Instructions
This activity is in two parts. The first part is a simulation of the trial and the second part is a consensus
search phase.

2. Explain that participants will attend the simulation
of the first part - or preliminary hearing - of a trial
held in South Africa. The questions are: is the right
to property a valid argument to endanger the right to
life and dignity of a group of people? Are the rights to
life and health valid argument to override the right of
ownership?
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3. Divide the participants into four equal groups representing Pharma Inc., the South African government,
Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) members and judges.
4. Distribute the trial role cards to the appropriate
groups.
5. Give the groups 25 minutes to read their role cards
and to prepare their cases and / or questions for the
trial. Each group should also select a spokesperson to
represent the group and one or two resource persons
to assist the spokesperson and help answer questions
during the trial.
6. Once each group is ready, invite participants to return to plenary. They must stay in their four groups.
7. Now, Pharma Inc., the South African government
and TAC each have 5 minutes to present their positions and ask their questions. Judges must introduce
each group and allow them to speak.
8 . The judges themselves now have 10 minutes to answer the questions raised by the groups, to answer

the procedural questions put to them and to summarize the various arguments and positions.
Part 2. Consensus building phase (total time 100 minutes)
1. Ask participants to divide into small groups of four.
In each group, there should be a former member of
Pharma Inc., a former member of the South African
government, a former member of the TAC group and
a former judge.
2. Distribute the instructions on how to use the cards.
Green: “OK” - Red: “Disagree”, and one red and one
green card for each participant. Make sure everyone
understands what to do and knows the purpose of the
colored cards and how to use them.
3. Give the groups 30 minutes to try to reach a consensus on how to resolve the conflicting claims.
4. Remind everyone in plenary and ask them to report
on the results of their discussions. Give each group 5
minutes to present its report. Write down the main
solutions and problems on a flipchart.
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Tips for the Youth Worker:
The assessment will have already started during
the discussions in Part 2. Now continue by encouraging the participants to reflect on the process as
a whole, and then identify the main human rights
issues at the origin of the trial. Key questions may
include:
· Was it easy to reach consensus?
· What are the strengths and weaknesses of this approach?
· Was there a tension between trying to find a solution
and trying to include all the members of the group in
the decision?
· What were the hottest problems?
· What were their first thoughts on the case at the beginning of the activity?
· How did the participants’ understanding of the issues change as the activity progressed?

· How do people compare the two forms of decision-making, contradictory and consensus? Who
produces the most satisfactory results? How do you
define a successful result?
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5

DEVELOPMENT OF EMPATHY
FOR OTHERS, DIFFERENT
FROM ONESELF

RISK FACTORS TO PREVENT:
· Withdrawal and lack of consideration and interest for others
· Lack of openness to others
· Lack of empathy
· Stereotypes / prejudices
· Lack of self-confidence
· Lack of recognition

PROTECTIVE FACTORS
· Openness to others and acceptance of difference
· Development of empathy for others
· Taking into account of its prejudices to make them evolve
· Appeasement of tensions between communities
· Fight against manipulation strategies stigmatizing “foreigners”
· Fighting oppositions between communities and groups
· Self-confidence
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ACTIVITY 1:
THREE THINGS TO TAKE AWAY ...

Group size : 8 to 15 youth
Description: This activity uses discussion to help
young people understand the reasons why people
leave their usual home and to migrate to other countries.

did the participants think about first? Did they think
mainly about their physical survival or did they also
think about their emotional or spiritual needs?
6. Finally, let them go around and share the results of
each group’s work.

Objectives :
· To develop an understanding of what does it mean to
have to flee one’s country, to leave one’s home;
· To develop decision-making and consensus-building
skills;
· To encourage empathy and solidarity with refugees,
migrants and travelers.

Tips for the Youth Worker
To encourage in-depth discussion within the group
or with the youth, please ask some of the following
questions:
· Were there any surprising things people wanted to
take with them?
· Was it easy to prioritize these different things?
· What kinds of differences of opinion existed within
the groups?
· Would it be difficult if you really had to flee?
· What would people miss most if they had to flee?
· Do they know someone who has fled their home?
· What about children and young people? Are their
specific needs likely to be taken into account when
their parents pack their bags?

Materials:
Sticky notes notes or small squares of paper, pens or
pencils for each participant.
Instructions
1. Introduce the topic of migration by brainstorming
why people are leaving their area to live elsewhere.
2. Explain that in the activity, they will imagine that
they are forced to flee their home. Refer to brainstorming and indicate the “push factors” that drive
people to flee, such as war, natural disasters, persecution, religious discrimination or terrorism. Then ask
the group to guess how many displaced people there
are in the world and where they come from.
3. Ask them to break into small groups and distribute
small pieces of paper and pencils.
4. Ask everyone to imagine that they must suddenly
run away from their homes for a particular reason and
that they can only carry three things.
5. Then ask each person in turn to present their choices and explain the reasons for their decisions. What

The second session could follow the same path but
introduce the subject of religious radicalisation. What
are the 3 most effective things that can be done to
fight the spread of fundamentalism?
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ACTIVITY 2:
CAN I ENTER?

Group size: 6 - 20 participants
Description This is a role-play on a group of migrants
trying to escape to another country. The activity allows addressing: the fate of the refugees, the social
and economic arguments favorable or not to the reception of refugees.
Objectives :
· To develop knowledge and understanding of the situation of refugees and their rights;
· To develop skills to argue one’s thoughts and ideas;
· To promote solidarity with people who are forced to
leave their country
Equipment:
Role Cards - Flip chart (optional) - chalk and / or furniture to create the border post- Pens and paper for
observers to take notes
Preparation
Copy the role cards. Every immigration officer, refugee and observer will need his/her own map.
Define the scene for the role-play. For example, draw
a line on the floor to represent a border or arrange the
furniture to create a physical boundary with a space
for the checkpoint. Use a board to act as a counter at
the border control office and, if you wish, notify the
entry rules and customs regulations.
Instructions
1. Explain that this is a role-play on a group of refu-

gees / migrants / fleeing their country of origin who
wish to enter another country in search of security.
2. Start with a brainstorming session to find out what
people know about refugees. Write the opinions on a
large piece of paper or a flipchart that you can refer
to later.
3. Show participants the set-up in the room and read
the following: “The night is dark, cold and wet at the
X-Y border. A large number of refugees have arrived,
fleeing the war at X. They want go to Y. They are hungry, are tired and are cold. Some have some money
and few of them have identity papers or passports.
People at border posts have different points of view:
some want to let refugees go, but others do not. The
refugees are desperate and use several arguments to
try to convince the border services officers.
4. “Divide into equal groups: a group representing refugees from country X, the second group representing
officers in country Y borders and the third group representing observers.
5. Tell “refugees” and “border services officers” to
define a role for each person and prepare their arguments. Hand out the role cards and give them fifteen
minutes to prepare.
6. Start the role-play. Use your own judgment to
know when to stop, but about ten minutes should be
enough.
7. Give the observers five minutes to prepare their reactions; then start the debriefing and evaluation.
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Tips for the Youth Worker
Start by asking observers to provide general feedback
on the role-play. Then ask the players to comment on
their feeling of being a refugee or a border official,
and then go on to a general discussion of the issues
and what the participants have learned.
· Was the treatment of refugees fair?
· Refugees have the right to be protected under article
14 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. Were refugees entitled to protection? And why
not?
· Should a country have the right to refuse refugees?
When? For what reasons?
· Would you refuse someone if you were a border official? What if you knew that they faced death in their
own country?
· What kinds of problems do refugees encounter once
in their country? Which of their human rights are violated?
· What should be done to solve some of the problems
refugees face once in your country?
· Are there internally displaced people in your country? Or in a neighboring country?
· What can and should be done so that people do not
become refugees?
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ACTIVITY 3:
CHANGE YOUR GLASSES

Size of group: indifferent
Description
This is a very simple outdoor exercise in which participants explore the locality through the eyes of someone else.
Objectives :
· To raise awareness of inequalities in society;
· To develop observation skills and imagination;
· To encourage solidarity and motivation to work for
justice.
Material
Glasses. Old glasses from a second-hand shop or flea
market, or just mounts. • Large sheets of paper and
pens • Old magazines, postcards, material, glue remnants, glue • Adhesive tape to hang pictures • A digital camera or mobile phone that can take pictures;
ideally one per person or one or more for the whole
group • Computer and printer
Instructions
1. With the group, think about the disadvantaged or
those living on the margins of society, for example
a stigmatized person, a homeless person, children /

young victims of bullying, isolated children or young
people ...
2. Ask each participant to choose someone they are
interested in and explain that they will go out and explore the community through their eyes.
3. Emphasize that it is not about playing the role, but
going out and imagining what it would be like to be
the other person. What would it be like to be in that
person’s place? For example, could they enjoy all the
amenities? How would he/she feel? Where would he/
she live? Distribute the glasses if you have them! Tell
participants that when traveling in the locality, they
should take pictures with a digital camera or on their
mobile phone as documentation. Agree for a moment
for everyone to come back.
4. When they return, ask each participant to transfer
their photos to the computer, then choose two, three
or four to print them, mount them on a large piece of
paper and attach them to the wall. Images must be
untitled.
5. When all images are displayed, ask everyone to try
to guess which groups are represented. Then invite
each participant to present their photos in turn and
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to explain why they are particularly interested in the
group they have chosen to “see”.
Tips for the Youth Worker
Start by looking at the exhibit and then ask the participants what they experienced and what they saw.
· What happened? Did you enjoy the activity? Why?
Why not ?
· What is the most surprising thing you have discovered?
· Why did you choose the example you did?
· What preconceived ideas or stereotypes did you
have about the person you chose? What influence did
they have on how you organized the activity and what
you chose to see?
· Did the exercise allow you to feel empathy with the
marginalised person? Why? Why not?
· What did you learn about yourself?
· “I know I do not see things as they are, I see things as
I am.” How do our stereotypes and beliefs affect how
we view the world around us?

· Where do we get our information on disadvantaged
and marginalized groups?
· What is the risk of making assumptions about a
person based on a generalization about groups as a
whole?
· What is the risk of making generalisations about a
group of people on the basis of one or two examples?
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CONCLUSION
TOOLKIT
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“These 25 activities

proposed in this toolkit
were created and tested by
youth workers from our six
European countries

These 25 activities proposed in this toolkit were created and tested by youth workers from our six European
countries. These activities are designed to promote
protective factors against the risk of violent radicalisation among youth.
These activities should be more widely used by youth
workers in our different countries. They must help develop the young person›s sense of existence through
speech, participation, commitment!

Our society leaves many young people on the side
of the road; dare to offer them spaces of listening, of dialogue, allowing the reception of their
subjectivity. Let us multiply, through our different
European countries, exchanges and sharing spaces
in which young people access the word, in which
youth are recognized and taken into account in
their needs for recognition and engagement in
civic life!
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ANNEXES
TOOLKIT
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We have gathered the elements gathered by the group focus
technique conducted among young people and youth workers
from our 6 European countries.
     
Domain: Personal Factors - Risk Factors
Lack of Self-Confidence

The youth who lacks self-confidence tends to isolate themselves, experience a
sense of difference, and experience the influence of stronger personalities.

Fragile / Influenceable Personality

Some young people have a weak character. They gladly follow the influence of
stronger personalities who reassure them (example of delinquency with a leader
and radicalisation).

Mourning

The loss of a loved one weakens the young person who folds on him/her, feels a
lack, seeks meaning in his/her life, seeking comfort.

Failure

Failure creates a feeling of shame, loss of self-esteem, lack of self-confidence and
fragility.

Dependence on
video games

Drug dependency
Preconceived
ideas
Judgment, prejudices

Lack of critical
thinking

The identity
upheavals of young

Dependence on violent video games isolates young people and leads them to trivialize violence.
Drug dependency can lead to young people losing their references or wanting to
flee their addiction.
A preconceived idea, a prejudice puts an end to dialogue and exchanges. This approach prevents each other from understanding each other, making tolerance more
difficult to achieve.
The young person sometimes lacks critical thinking. It is then suggestible, especially
if it lacks confidence in him/her. It can be influenced by a stronger personality, not a
leader or a group.
Many projects are set up at the school, in the neighborhood to develop the critical
spirit of young people, from an early age
The young is built and adopts behaviors that reflect his/her journey, career, questioning and identity doubts.
Social workers have too much tendency to take into consideration only the visible
behaviors that alert them (wearing the veil for example) without taking into consideration the young person as a whole and in his/her personal journey. It reinforces
the “social pressure”, the “social gaze” on the young person and makes him/her flee,
rather than maintain the bond of trust and understanding
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Psychological
disorders

The psychological factor is also an important risk factor that is sometimes
evaded or insufficiently recognized (Mental illnesses to psychological disorders due to several genetic or traumatic factors).

Domain: Personal factors - Protective factors
Self-esteem / self-confidence

Assertiveness

Critical Spirit

Sufficient self-esteem protects the young person because he/she is
less easily influenced.
The ability to assert allows the young person not to be carried
away by other young people. It is important for the young person
to express their ideas and to argue with other young people or
adults.
A young person who knows how to think and who is critical is less
easily influenced. He/she develops his/her own ideas.
The development of the critical spirit is essential for the young person to develop his/her capacity to think for him/herself, to express
opinions, to argue

Opening to the world and to others

Empathy

A young person sensitive to others, who takes into account others
and accepts the difference is less sensitive to extreme ideas.
Empathy involves an effort to understand each other’s point of
view, wishes, and needs. It encourages the knowledge and tolerance of everyone

Supporting and coping with vulnerability

As adults, educators and teachers must support young people in
their development and find an innovative way to address their
vulnerability (fostering resilience).

The feeling of being understood
and respected (in opposition to the
feeling of discrimination or stigmatisation)

The reception of young people in their development and in their
own identity journey is essential. It allows the young person to feel
understood, respected in the expression of his/her needs, of his/
her choices, without fear of being judged.

Support for psychological disorders

When the psychological disorder is not obvious (for example, when
we are not facing a mental illness), this young person lacks support
and socio-educational facilitators sometimes have to work with a
psychologist and others health therapists to provide better support
for these young people.
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Domain: FAMILY- At Risk Factors

Family Beliefs / Values

Young people may be influenced by family beliefs. These can refer to radical
beliefs and practices. To radicalize is then to reinforce one’s belonging to one’s
family.
In a xenophobic family setting, young people can be influenced and engage in
a process of radicalisation.

Young people’s relationship with their parentage
and origins

Social isolation of the
family

Lack of emotional support

Some young people question their origins, which can influence their feeling of
being a citizen of the country in which they live. He/she may then be looking
for his/her original culture.
Other young people seem to be without roots, deprived of any knowledge
about the culture of origin.

Families that are isolated and withdrawn are more vulnerable to radical manipulation. Children suffer this withdrawal and lack of openness to the world.
These families may experience feelings of exclusion and discrimination and
may, in turn, develop stigmatising looks on others.

Both in their families and at school, some young people experience a huge lack
of emotional support in their daily lives, which can also lead to violent behavior.

Domain: FAMILY - Protective factors
Family open to dialogue
and open to others

When the family discusses with the young person, exchanges with him/her,
it awakens the capacity for reflection, which protects him/her from harmful
influences.

Family support

When youth is surrounded by a loving family, youth feel raessured, and
acknowledged. Youth can tehrefore develop self-esteem and one’s empathetic
potential.
When the family gives the child a moderate, peaceful religion, it helps to meet
Youth need for spitituality by avoiding extreme positions.

Religious Education

Family engagment in the
social frabric

The opening of the family towards ‘outside’, the creation of links with the
neighborhood, ease the opening of the youth to others and avoids isolation.
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Emotional support need

Try to build a more emotional network around young people, talking to parents and teachers in a systemic way. It is essential that young people are not
isolated but included in a system.

Domain: PEERS – At risks Factors
Harassment

Harassment leads to a loss of confidence among youth, isolation, depressive feelings, desires for revenge (aggression).

Rejection / exclusion / isolation

Not feeling part of a group induces discomfort, feeling of being different.

Belonging to a
closed group

When a young individual establishes links with a restricted or closed group, opposed
or to major social values and that he/she constructs him/herself identically in respect to it.

Negative influence
networks

There are networks of influence in neighborhoods that have a negative impact on
youth.
When young individuals are under the influence of these groups, they «escape»
from social workers support. These youth are no longer visible. They disappear from
the eyes of adults in clubs or social centers. Professionals feel helpless in this inability to laise.

Domain: PEERS - Protective Factors
Peers -Integrating with a peer
group

To feel welcomed by other young people, develops feelings of recognition and self-esteem.

Registering youth groups in
project logics

Registering peer groups in project logics allows them to take into account their needs for engagement and recognition.

Group Membership

It is very important for people in general and for youth in particular to
feel connected to a group. Loneliness at the age of child growth and
adulthood implies a strong need for group membership.
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Domain : School - Risk Factors

School Failure / School Difficulties / School Breakdown School

Failure produces a sense of difference in the young person. He/she loses
confidence in him/herself, devalues him/herself, feels frustrated, afraid
of the future.
Earlyleaving school leaving has a negative effect on the young person.
It isolates oneself or finds groups of influence. He/she is isolated, and
lacks a life plan.

school

Social workers face difficulties in “hanging up” those young people who
have often experienced school failure, and who may react with a rejection of any other proposal or help.

Domain: School - Protective Factors

Education Reflection
and Critical Thinking

School helps to develop critical thinking, to reflect, to teach different religions.

Education / Training
at school

School can be an important leverage to develop the knowledge of other cultures
and religions, to carry out actions of awareness to the difference, to promote mutual understanding. All this can reduce feelings of xenophobia and racism.

The school of the
Republic

The school of the Republic offers young people access to education, a real leverage for its development. The school must promote the knowledge of religions, the
development of critical thinking, the understanding of the securality principle.

Domain: The community - Risk factors

Lack of knowledge of others and other communities

People are not able to know the culture and traditions; they cannot eliminate prejudices and stereotypes.

Belonging to religious
communities

In some religious communities, the discourse is radical. This speech can have
a strong influence on a young person. To radicalise is to strengthen one’s
belonging to the community.
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Lack of awareness of secularism (misinterpretation)

In France, young people and their families can misunderstand the principle
of secularism. They see it as a brake on the expression of their religion, while
it is based on the principle of freedom of conscience. There is therefore a
rejection of secularism, and more generally of the principles of the republic.
Certain groups or communities often maintain this lack of knowledge.
Youth workers face this misunderstanding of secularism on the part of young
people and their families. They must set up projects, spaces of exchange to
help understand this principle of secularism, an understanding that is essential for them to accept their place in the republic.

Domain: The Community- Protective Factors

The teaching of religion in communities

The fact that the community teaches religion protects the youth
from certain manipulations on the internet.

Mutual meeting between people
from different communities

Openness to other communities is essential. To do this, people must
want to get closer to people different from their own culture, traditions or religion.

Developing knowledge of other
communities, other cultures, religions
The fight against prejudice

Developing one’s knowledge of other cultures or religions helps to
develop openness, fight against fears and develop critical thinking.
This helps to change stereotypes and prejudices.

The work on prejudice helps to change the way we look at ourselves
and others and to appease the relations between communities.

Domain: Society, the environment - Protective factors

A healthy environment

A place where young people can feel good, with enough confidence to share their
problems and open their hearts.

Participation in citizen projects

School could offer young people citizen projects to develop civic values and mutual aid

Doing together / collaborating

To build connections, not walls, between different groups or communities, people
need to work together, collaborate and cooperate for an inclusive society
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Citizen dialogue

Promote a place where social actors (political, cultural, religious ...) can dialogue
and interact with young people.

Interreligious

Interreligious dialogue helps to fight against the false idea that religion is a private
affair. By introducing dialogue in the public space, it is argued that religion can be
approached and exchanged safely, with people of different convictions.

Fight against discrimination

Fight against discrimination by building a better place for young people in society
(for example by creating places of expression and job opportunities).
Working with public administration and the private sector to find employment
opportunities and social recognition of young people.

Fight against violence

Violence is so much present in everyday life that it is difficult to introduce effective and non-violent speech but it is possible to show different strategies for
getting what they want without violence (from the discourse and the relationship
with others and the great values of dialogue, negotiation, empathy and listening
to others).
Youth workers should be engaged in nonviolent discourse, promoting dialogue,
empathy, listening to others and negotiating.
Talking about the negative impacts of violence and intolerance in society.

Counter speech to
manipulative messages

A counter-speech that can fight the arguments of the manipulators. This requires
a better knowledge of youth workers in the areas concerned. It is therefore useful
to find help from other stakeholders in society and to work with them.
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